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Dates for your diary 

w/c Monday 24 October Half term 

Monday 31 October Inset day—school and nursery closed 

Tu/Wed/Th 1/2/3 Nov Nursery Stay and Play—info sent 

Wednesday  02 November YR-Y6 Parent/s’/carers’ meetings—info sent—no clubs today 

Thursday 03 November YR-Y6 Parent/s’/carers’ meetings—info sent—no clubs today 

Monday 07 November Y3 trip to Stonehenge—info sent 

Monday 07 November Nursery Stay and Play—info sent 

Monday 14 November Nursery visit to Little Forest Adventures—info sent 

Thursday 17 November Y3 Class assembly, 14:45—info to follow 

Monday 21 November World Cup—England v Iran—info to follow 

Thursday 01 December Whole school reindeer visit—info to follow 

Tuesday 06 December YN,YR and KS1 trip to pantomime—info sent 

Wednesday 07 December KS2 trip to pantomime—info sent 

Thursday 08 December Y5 Class assembly—info to follow 

Wednesday 14 December KS2 Carol Concert—info to follow 

Friday 16 December Autumn Term ends at 14:00 

Tuesday 03 January Inset day—school and nursery closed 

Wednesday 04 January Spring Term starts 



This half term in brief 

It has been an extraordinary few weeks in our country; we have seen two 
monarchs and two Prime Ministers—something that we probably won’t see again 
in any of our lifetimes; the cost of living has risen and energy prices have gone 
through the roof! However, despite all this, we have had a happy and productive 
time at Uplands; our children have shown such resilience and have remained 
cheerful through all the ups and downs. Everyone has settled into their new 
classes and there is a buzz around the school. Just look at what we have been up 
to this half term… We enjoyed a whole-school Harvest Festival, where it was so 
lovely to welcome many families back into school after so long. Yesterday, we 
were treated to a Class Assembly from Year 2, where we learnt all about how the 
Mayor of London was cross after being woken up during the Great Fire in 1666! 
Year 5 went on a trip to Warner Bros. Studios, where they immersed themselves in 
all things Harry Potter. Year 4 went on a geographical field trip to the river and 
Nursery took a trip to the shops. We tasted victory in our first away football match 
and members of Year 4 enjoyed honing their tag rugby techniques at a skills 
event. We recruited new members of our PTA committee, and fundraising started 
in earnest with a Halloween Costume event. Key Stage 2 held their first inter-
house tournament, with a variety of fun and challenging activities. 
 
In other news, we have recruited a Deputy Headteacher, Mrs Liz Lord, who is due 
to start at Uplands in January. Some of the children and staff have already met 
her, and she is aiming to visit the school again next half term. I am very excited to 
welcome Mrs Lord to the team! 
 
Have a wonderful half term holiday, and we will see you next week. 
 
Mrs Deacon  

School Meals—menu change 
 

Week 1: no change to current menu 
Week 2: Tuesday—main choice—spaghetti bolognese served with garlic and 
herb breadsticks, vegetarian choice—quorn mince spaghetti bolognese 
served with garlic and herb breadsticks, Thursday—cold option—tuna roll 
Week 3: Tuesday—vegetarian choice—macaroni cheese served with garlic 
and herb breadsticks, Thursday—cold option—tuna roll 

British Legion poppy appeal 
 

We will be selling poppies during the first week after half term. To make 
things run smoothly, we have allocated specific days for each year group. 
Wednesday 02 November—Nursery, Reception and Year 1 
Thursday 03 November—Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4 
Friday 04 November—Year 5 and Year 6 
Thank you for supporting this worthwhile cause. 



Nursery 

What a busy half term we have had in Nursery! We have been so proud and impressed with 
how quickly our new children have settled into Nursery life. Our current children have been 
absolutely amazing at welcoming their new friends and taking them under their wing. We have 
seen lots of sustained shared imaginative play, joint problem solving and lots of empathy and 
kindness shown towards each other. 
 
We have been getting creative in Art, by experimenting with mixing cornflour, water and food 
colouring to see if we could make our own chalk paint. Whilst doing so, the children were able to 
mix different colours and then use the finished paint to mark make on the pavement. The 
children have also enjoyed using autumn coloured paint to colour match to a variety of leaves, 
noticing and discussing the various colours they could see on each leaf. 
 
We have introduced a story vote into Nursery to give the children more autonomy over the 
stories they read during carpet time.  Each morning, the children find their named lolly stick and 
then place it in the jar of the book they would like to read. We have found that the children have 
really enjoyed the independence and it is giving them a chance to learn about coming to a 
collective decision together. We are setting up a lending library in Nursery, which will be 
available to our children to access twice a week. This will be run on an honesty basis; we trust 
that you will look after the books and then bring them back when you have finished. If you have 
any books at home you would like to donate to add to our collection of library books, they would 
be gratefully received.  
 
In Outdoor Adventures, the children all had their first experience in Foxes wood. They were 
introduced to fire safety and how to move around the fire circle safely. We played a game where 
the children had to swap seats with other children without walking through the middle of the 
circle. They then enjoyed the freedom of challenging themselves by climbing trees and digging 
in the mud patch.  
 
In Maths, we have been busy learning various concepts. For colour matching, the children went 
on a colour hunt around Nursery to see if they could find things which were the same colour as 
their colour cards. We then worked on number matching; for this, the children went on a number 
hunt around school. The children worked in groups with the numbers 1 - 5; they had to match 
their number with the same number in and around the playground. The children have also 
worked on shape matching and sorting objects into groups.  
 
This half term, a group of children enjoyed a local visit to the shops. They went to choose a tasty 
treat for snack time, as well as a new puzzle for Nursery from the charity shop. This type of trip 
will help the children to build confidence with feeling comfortable in their local area. We hope to 
do more local area visits next term to the library and the train station. 
 
We had a super fun week for Halloween in the last week of term. The children enjoyed potion 
making; some of their potions had some very inventive powers like turning people into dragons! 
In the garden, the children absolutely loved hammering nails into pumpkins. They all followed 
instructions about how to do this safely by wearing googles and holding the nails correctly. They 
also made pumpkin shapes from orange playdough, created leaf necklaces and made pumpkin 
spiced cups of tea. 

 
We have a family photo wall in Nursery; thank you to those of you who have provided us with a 
picture to frame. If any of our new parents would still like to send us in a family photo, please do. 
The children take comfort in seeing themselves with their families in Nursery, and it is a great 
starting point for conversations about the similarities and differences between people.  

 
Have a lovely half term break and we look forward to welcoming all our children back for another 
busy and fun half term in November.  



Nursery 



Reception 
 
It has been a pleasure to teach Reception this half term and set them off on their school learning 
journey. Socially, the children have grown in confidence, developed and explored friendships, 
begun to understand the benefits of working as part of a team, become bolder at taking risks 
and most importantly, had lots of fun exploring and learning. It has been lovely to see how 
quickly the children adjusted to life at Uplands, managing the expectations of the hall and 
playground at lunchtime, as well as joining in whole school assemblies and bravely performing 
in the Harvest Festival assembly.  
 
During the first couple of weeks at school, the children had lots of opportunities to familiarise 
themselves with the Reception learning environment, enabling them to discover what resources 
they had available to use in their play and providing them the opportunity to explore how they 
could use the resources in an imaginative and creative way. There have been many highlights 
during the children’s child-initiated play including designing and creating a swing for two, 
creating large-scale models out of big loose parts, experimenting with mixing autumn colours 
and using our home-grown potatoes to print.  
 
Over the half term, the children listened to a range of carefully chosen stories, developing their 
oracy and literacy skills. This half term’s books were Marvellous Me, Titch, You Choose, Little 
Red Hen, Nanna’s Button Tin, Baby goes to Market and finally, Leaf Man.    
 
We use Drawing Club to inspire our literacy lessons. Drawing Club starts with the children 
listening to the book of the week, discussing the characters and settings in the story, followed by 
drawing their own versions of either the characters or settings and talking about it. In addition, 
they investigate vocabulary from the story, adding actions to help them remember their 
meanings. The words the children investigated in Leaf Man included rustling, swooping, 
orchard, flock, gusty and gliding. This week, the children began to use their phonic knowledge 
for the first time to write part of their sentence about Leaf Man and where the wind had taken 
him, using the sound mats to help them.   
 
In phonics lessons, the children have enjoyed exploring Bug Club, engaging with the interactive 
whiteboard and learning the Phase 2 sounds. Every phonics lesson begins with the children 
singing the alphabet, and they are working on recognising and naming each letter. They learnt 
the tricky words to, the, no, go and I, which cannot be sounded out, and are beginning to explain 
the tricky part of each word, (o in no and go, as it makes an oa sound). The children love playing 
Silly Soup, where they put objects which have the sound we are learning in them into the pot, 
identifying where the sound can be heard in the word. This helps the children to isolate each 
sound (phoneme) for example, the a in h-a-t is in the middle of the word, but it is at the start of  
a-pp-le. During our daily phonics lessons, the children also have the opportunity to practise 
blending to read and segmenting to spell simple CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant) words and 
forming the sound of the day.  
 
In Maths, the children practised prerequisite number skills, such as matching and sorting groups 
of objects by colour, shape and size, or whether it belonged in a set; for example, a sink, 
toothpaste, bath and pizza, identifying the odd one out and providing a reason as to how they 
know it is the odd one out. This has provided the children with lots of opportunities to develop 
their mathematical vocabulary and reasoning. The children also learnt to identify which set had 
more, fewer or the same, comparing height, capacity and weight.  
 
The children’s favourite part of the week is meeting up for Buddy Time, where they have had the 
opportunity to engage in shared activities including, stories, creating natural self-portraits, 
exploring the Trim Trail and field and making maracas for our class carnival.   
 



Reception 
 

 



Year 1 

What an amazing start to the year. Year 1 have settled in very well and embraced being in Key 
Stage 1. We are impressed with how they have demonstrated all five of our school behaviours.  
 
We completed our first Maths unit (place value within 10), which included sorting and counting 
objects, recognising numbers as words, counting 1 more and 1 less, comparing numbers by 
using less than, greater than and equal to and the number line. We even made our own giant 
number line on the playground. We will be moving on to addition and subtraction within 10 after 
half term.  
 
We started the term by looking at stories in a familiar setting in English. The children enjoyed 
listening to, retelling and acting out stories (Peace at Last by Jill Murphy and Knuffle Bunny by 
Mo Willems). The children then moved on to writing their own sentences using a capital letter, 
finger spaces and an exclamation mark. Our second unit looked at nursery rhymes and poems. 
The children enjoyed listening to Down Behind the Dustbin by Michael Rosen. They then 
created their own character in the poem and wrote their own verse using rhyming words. The 
children performed their poems to the class. We finished the half term by comparing labels and 
captions, how to use adjectives in our writing and how to compose a list.  
 
We started our Science unit on plants by carrying out observations of leaves and thinking about 
how they change over the different seasons. We then compared how trees look in summer and 
autumn and we will carry out observations during the year. The children identified deciduous 
and evergreen trees within the school grounds and thought about how they would look 
throughout the year. The children enjoyed planting their own plants and exploring how the roots 
provide nutrients in order for them to grow. Year 1 have been observing their plants growing 
over the half term. We moved on to learning about where vegetables come from and which part 
of the vegetable we eat. The children designed their own salads using a variety of different 
vegetables. Over the last couple of weeks, we have started our new unit on seasons. The 
children identified which clothes are suitable for the different seasons and why. We finished the 
half term by comparing the four seasons and went on a scavenger hunt around the school 
grounds.   
 
Uplands was the focus of our Geography unit this term. We started the unit by identifying 
physical features around the school before moving on to using aerial photos and plans to 
recognise features of our school. The children used maps, atlases and globes to identify 
Uplands. We identified that Uplands is on Albion Road, in the town of Sandhurst, in the county 
of Berkshire and in England, which is in the UK. We then looked at the wider world and 
identified England as being in Europe and located the nearest sea. We finished the unit by 
comparing our school to schools in London and Cornwall.  
 
Vincent Van Gogh was the artist we focused our Art and Designs lessons on. We started the 
unit by exploring colours by mixing red and yellow to make orange and adding white to create 
different tones. The children created three paintings inspired by Van Gogh. We finished the unit 
by comparing our own works of art to the work of Van Gogh. 
 
We started our Computing unit by discussing how to be safe online. We moved on to learning 
about algorithms and programming. The children enjoyed programming their Beebot to get from 
a start line to the finish, debugging their programme if it did not work. Year 1 demonstrated 
impressive team work.  
 
Christianity was the focus of our RE unit. Our key question was whether God wants Christians 
to look after the world. We shared the creation story which the children acted out. We then 
thought about certain actions and whether Christians believe God would be proud of them 
(littering, pollution, forest fires, recycling and planting trees). The children were able to re-tell the 
Christian Creation story and explore how this influences how Christians behave towards nature 
and the environment.  



Year 1 

Year 1 started our PSHE and RHE unit by discussing our school behaviours and created our 
own class charter. The children were able to recognise a range of emotions from looking at 
pictures and reflect on their own feelings. We then discussed how bullying has a negative and 
often lasting impact on mental wellbeing. The children were able to identify where and how to 
seek support if they are worried about their own or someone else’s mental wellbeing or ability to 
control their own emotions.  
 
The children have impressed us with their phonics skills. We revised the phonemes the children 
learnt in Reception before moving onto Year 1 phonemes (wh, ph, ay, a_e, eigh, ey, ei, ea, e_e, 
ie, ey and y).  
 
Year 1 have enjoyed their PE lessons with Mr Archer. The children have learnt how to throw and 
catch, understand how a ball moves in the air, have the confidence to stop, control and pass a 
football to each other, work as a team to complete challenges and demonstrate hand-eye 
coordination.  
 
Well done Year 1 on a fantastic start to the year!  

 

 

 



Year 1 

 

 



Year 2 

We have had such an eventful first half term in Year 2; we have settled into our new class well 
and have been doing lots of learning. 
 
In Maths, we began the half term by looking at place value. In this unit, we started by placing 
numbers into place value charts and using these to identify the amount of tens and ones in any 
given 2-digit number. Once we were able to do this confidently, we moved on to partitioning, 
ordering and comparing numbers. We have also practised skip counting in 2s, 5s and 10s. After 
place value, we began our unit of addition and subtraction where we used concrete objects and 
partitioning to support use in solving different problems. 
 
In English, at the start of the half term, we read the book ‘Jampires’. After making predictions 
and using our inference skills to answer questions about the book, we decided that we should 
set a trap to capture one or two jampires of our own. The jampires proved too clever and we 
returned in to a ruined, jam-covered classroom. We wrote about these events from the 
perspective of the jampires, writing in past tense and in the first person using expanded noun 
phrases to ensure exciting descriptions. After this unit of work, we moved onto ‘Christopher 
Pumpkin’ and used this story as a stimulus for some spooky poetry. We looked at a variety of 
different poems and took note of the structure of each of them, understanding that poems did 
not have to rhyme. We then spent some lessons working collaboratively with our tables to write 
some group poems before moving onto writing these independently. Finally, we held a poetry 
recital in the outside classroom where we were able to show off all of our hard work to each 
other. 
 
In Science, we have been looking at materials and their properties. We started by thinking about 
why certain things are made from a particular material and we discussed this as a class. We 
looked at all the objects in our classroom and completed a table of materials used, and then we 
could see what the most popular material was. We discussed the properties of all these 
materials and why the manufacturers had chosen them; for example, glass was used to make a 
window because it is transparent, strong and rigid. We then became scientists and carried out 
experiments to find the best materials to use for specific purposes and then explain why. First, 
we tested different materials to see which would be the best to make a child’s play dungarees. 
We rubbed each of the four materials (denim, silk, cotton and wool) on  the playground to see 
which would get a hole in first. The children all agreed that denim was the best material as it 
was the most durable. Next, we had to make tea bags for the staff as Mr McCann had bought 
loose tea. We made teabags out of different materials (muslin, paper towel and tin foil) and 
dunked them into hot water to see if they would be suitable.  We again had a clear winner, so if 
you ever run out of teabags at home, then you will need to get some muslin and your children 
can show you how to make a teabag. The children have all worked extremely hard this half term 
and all proved that they can be sensible scientists when carrying out experiments. 
 
In Art and Design, we have studied the artist Henri Rousseau and have been practising using 
watercolours to paint. We compared Rousseau’s artwork to artists studied in Year 1, identifying 
differences and similarities. We then put our skills to the test and we created our own pieces 
based on Rousseau’s ‘Tiger in a Tropical Storm’. Once we had completed our paintings, we had 
our own art gallery viewing where we were able to walk around the classroom commenting on 
and praising each other’s artwork before evaluating our own. 
 
In History, we have been researching The Great Fire of London. We began this by looking at 
what London was like in 1666 and comparing this to today. We also looked at the firefighting 
methods of 1666 and it became clear that they were lacklustre at best. Thank to Samuel Pepys’ 
diary we were able to understand the events of the fire in greater detail, which also led us to 
discussing the reliability of different historical sources. We used this unit of work as the basis for 
our class assembly, where we all performed excellently. It was absolutely fantastic seeing all of 
the children work so hard and have lots of fun rehearsing; they did themselves very proud and it 
couldn’t have gone better.  



Year 2 

In Computing, we have been learning how to create simple computer programs using coding, 
we have also worked at debugging our own programs. In PSHE, we have been looking at 
Mental Health, learning about our emotions, how we act and react to different situations and 
also at what bullying means and how it can have lasting effects on people.  
 
It has been an absolutely fabulous half term, we hope you have a restful break and are prepared 
for much more learning and laughs on your return. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 3 

We can’t believe that we are already at the end of the first half term! The children have settled 
into Key Stage 2 beautifully. In September, they were excitedly sorted into their houses by the 
sorting hat and they have been eagerly earning house points ever since! This week, they 
enjoyed participating in their first inter-house tournament.  
 
In English this half term, our writing has been inspired by the Stone Age. The children wrote a 
story inspired by ‘Stone Age Boy’, instructions based on the text ‘How to Live Like a Stone Age 
Hunter’ and an explanation text entitled ‘What was life like in the Stone Age?’. They are pre-
historic experts and their enthusiasm has shone through in their writing.  We have been so 
impressed with their technical vocabulary as well as how they have taken their Stone Age 
learning beyond the classroom. They have been keen archaeologists in the playground too, 
perfecting their ‘flint knapping’ skills to create their own tools. We have also done lots of phonics 
revision to help us with our spelling and this has helped us with our reading in our weekly guided 
reading sessions too. This week, we read the eagerly anticipated ending to our first class novel, 
Stig of the Dump by Clive King, and it didn’t disappoint!  
 
In History, the children have been putting their archaeologist hats back on to explore the impact 
of Bronze Age technology on society. We have studied photographs of primary sources to help 
develop our understanding of this time period and we are really looking forward to seeing some 
real-life artefacts when we visit Stonehenge soon. 
 
In Maths, we have completed our Place Value unit. The children represented, partitioned, 
compared and ordered numbers up to 1,000. We have now started our Addition and Subtraction 
learning. The children really impressed us when adding and subtracting ones, tens and 
hundreds from 3-digit numbers without exchanging. We have now started to look at adding and 
subtracting when an exchange is required and will continue this after half term. The children 
have also been working very hard to learn their times tables and are motivated by the Key Stage 
2 mountain challenges.  
 
In Science, we have been busy investigating light, reflection and shadows. This week, we learnt 
about how and why the position of a shadow changes throughout the course of a day.  
 
In Computing, we learnt all about E-Safety! This week, the children used everything they have 
learnt to safely plan a party using the internet.   
 
Back in September, the children were thrilled to decorate their new Art and Design sketchbooks. 
They have been busy improving their sketching skills and designing their own nature-inspired 
repeated patterns, based on the work of William Morris and Orla Kiely. We learnt about the 
history of fabric printing techniques before the children created their own printed pattern using 
polystyrene tiles. 
 
In PSHE and RHE, we learnt all about Growth Mindset, and this is something that we have 
frequently referred back to in class. The children demonstrated an excellent understanding of 
the differences between a fixed and growth mindset and wrote their own acrostic poems to 
summarise these.  
 
In RE, we explored the idea of belonging and how it feels to belong. We then learnt about the 
reasons a Sikh may choose to join the Khalsa. The children retold the story of the forming of the 
first Khalsa and learnt about the 5 ks and what they symbolise.  

 

 



Year 3 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Year 3 

 



Year 4 

What a great first half term we have had. The children have settled in brilliantly and are always 
so enthusiastic about their learning. We have had a busy half term with lots of exciting things 
happening.  
 
In English, we have based our writing on the book Town is by the Sea. This is a beautiful book 
with intricate illustrations. A young boy wakes up on a summer morning and looks out at the 
sea. He goes about his day, calling on a friend, going to the store for his mum and visiting his 
grandfather's grave. But all the while, his mind strays to his father who is digging for coal deep 
under the sea. We started by immersing ourselves in the book, watched lots of clips, and 
explored different pictures to understand the conditions down in the mine. We created our own 
glossaries of key vocabulary. We have completed a lot of different genres of writing including 
character and setting descriptions. This was a great way to show the contrast of settings – the 
idyllic views of the cottage and the sea, and the dark mines below. They used some great noun 
phrases to make a clear image for the reader. We then moved on to planning our own mining 
story thinking about what the main problem was going be and how we were going to give clues 
to the reader to help build up to the main event. The children used some excellent prepositions, 
adverbs and fronted adverbials in their stories.  
 
This half term in Maths, we have completed our Place Value unit. The children were introduced 
to the thousands column and learnt how to partition numbers up to 10,000 in different ways. We 
learnt how to find 1, 10, 100 and 1,000 more or less than a number with up to four digits. We 
compared and ordered numbers to 10,000 using language such as greater/smaller than, less/
more than, ascending and descending when putting the numbers in order. Children built on their 
knowledge of Roman numerals from 1 to 12 on a clock face, and learn that L represents 50 and 
C represents 100. We finished off this unit learning how to round numbers to the nearest 10, 
100 and 1,000. We also made a start on our Addition and Subtraction unit. The children have 
learnt how to add and subtract up to two 4-digit numbers. We explored different methods 
including place value charts, base 10 and column methods. We moved from no exchanging to 
one exchange to multiple exchanges. The children used the inverse operation to check their 
answers.  
 
In Science, we have completed a whole unit on the Digestive System and our teeth. The 
children were introduced to the main body parts associated with the digestive system: the 
mouth, tongue, teeth, oesophagus, stomach, intestines, rectum and anus. They learnt that the 
role of the digestive system is to break down the food we eat so that the nutrients, energy and 
other requirements we derive from it can be used in the rest of the body. We completed a few 
different experiments to learn about the roles of our teeth and the differences between 
mechanical and chemical processes.  
 
In Geography, we focused on local physical features. We started off by looking at the bigger 
picture and locating the UK on a world map and map of Europe. We then honed in on Sandhurst 
and its location on a map of the UK. We identified the position of Greenwich Meridian and 
understood the effects of British Summer Time. The children were given some OS maps to 
identify physical features. They then compared these to the physical features in the Brecon 
Beacons and West Wittering including topography. We discussed how rivers were formed and 
their key features before going on a local walk down to Blackwater River. The children spent 
time sketching the river and identifying different features including floodplain, meander, main 
channel and levee. The children learnt how to read four-figure grid references and understand 
why they are used. They used this skill to locate different local physical features on an OS map 
and wrote the four-figure grid reference for each.  
 
 

 

 



Year 4 

In Design and Technology, our focus has been African Musical Instruments. We started off the 
unit by evaluating different instruments, thinking about the materials that have been used, how 
easy it was to make a sound and whether we liked the sound or not. The children then had an 
opportunity to experiment with some different materials that could make sounds. Using the 
information they gathered, they created a design criteria; this included key elements that they 
needed to achieve to make a successful instrument. They spent some time producing some 
annotated diagrams showing step-by-step instructions to show how to make their instrument. 
They safely used a range of basic tools to make their African musical instrument. We finished off 
the unit by evaluating our musical instrument against our design criteria.  
 
In Computing, the children used different learnt skills to create a maths quiz on Scratch. They 
added in special effects and a scoring system. In RE, we have been learning about Buddhism 
and whether it is possible for everyone to be happy. We focused on the Story of the Buddha and 
why he sat under the Bodhi tree. The children had some great discussions about whether the 
Buddha worked out how to be happy and stay happy even when life is difficult. In PSHE and 
RHE, we have been learning about Mental Wellbeing. The children understand that this is a 
normal part of daily life, in the same way as physical health. The children know how to recognise 
and talk about their emotions, including a varied vocabulary of words to use. We finished off by 
talking about where and how to seek support both inside and outside of school.  
 
We hope you all have a lovely half term and we look forward to seeing the children in a week.  
 

 

 



Year 4 

 
 

 



Year 5 

This half term, Year 5 have been very busy with exciting projects, long-awaited school trips, and 
lots of fun and interesting learning. 
 
We have been reading Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets this term. The class have really 
enjoyed the chance to delve back into the world of Hogwarts. This has given us the opportunity 
to create a huge variety of written pieces, detailing different aspects of the story. The children 
have embodied characters, writing diaries from their points of view, become potion makers, 
writing incredibly precise recipes, described settings and action sequences in great detail, and 
imagined conversations between some potentially unlikely characters. This was topped off with 
a brilliant trip to Warner Bros Studios, making this a very Harry-Pottery term to be remembered. 
Renditions of ‘The Wheels on the Bus’ aplenty, we headed to Warner Bros Studios and began 
proceedings with a fantastic workshop about screenplays. The children ordered scenes from the 
movie, thinking carefully about why they might have happened in that particular order. They then 
had the opportunity to imagine their own screenplay idea, taking inspiration only from a series of 
movie props they were given. This was an ideal chance for the children to show off their 
creativity, letting their imagination guide them to some amazing ideas. We then spent a few 
fantastic hours finding out more about the magic behind the movies, looking at props, costumes, 
sets, and lots of the pre-production work required to make films of such scale. The children 
thoroughly enjoyed themselves and many are keen to go again already! 
 
Year 5 have worked tirelessly to develop their mathematical skills over the past seven weeks. 
They have bolstered their arithmetic skills, completing weekly quizzes and in-lesson challenges, 
as well as approaching some larger mathematical concepts and reasoning questions with 
motivation and resilience. Place value, addition and subtraction, and multiplication and division 
have been our focal points so far. The children have taken the opportunity to draw on prior 
knowledge and add further levels of challenge on top. We have also begun the journey back 
through the times table mountain challenges, reducing the amount of time they have to 
complete them as they build up their speed. The class have shown a great attitude to learning 
and really impressed us with their effort. 
 
The class have really enjoyed working on a wide variety of scientific investigations. They have 
been learning more about the forces around us that make the world work. It’s been a great 
opportunity to provide scientific explanation and context to many of the things we wouldn’t 
usually think twice about: how to measure different forces; what exactly gravity is; air and water 
resistance, as well as the way different objects react to these forces; and how we can use 
different mechanisms to lift heavy loads. The children have created clay speedboats to drop into 
liquid, dropped small, plastic, parachute-wearing people from great heights, found the weights 
and masses of classroom objects, and lifted heavy objects with only one finger (and a helpful 
mechanism). They have shown great scientific curiosity and loved the chance to suggest, test, 
and prove or disprove theories about how things really work.  
 
In Geography, we have been thinking hard about why people live in different towns, areas, 
countries and continents. We have discussed migration and found the difference between 
immigration and emigration, considered different pull and push factors for different locations, 
and considered the benefits and drawbacks, for many different people, of urban and rural areas. 
They have suggested some pull and push factors of Sandhurst and, shortly after half term, are 
hoping to pose some questions to local residents about what made them come to live in 
Sandhurst.  
 
Computing has been all about online safety. We have addressed some key areas where we all 
need to be extra careful online, such as when creating passwords, opening potentially harmful 
emails, and when citing any research done online. The children then imagined one of these 
scenarios and created a comic strip to show how it might play out if someone is not following the 
rules of online safety. 
 



Year 5 

We have created beautiful Op Art designs, learning from the work of Bridget Riley, Mary Quant, 
and many others to inspire our work. The children have experimented with line control, 
complementary colours, and even used squared paper to vary what they were able to create. 
 
PSHE and RHE has focused on mental wellbeing, highlighting just how important it is for 
absolutely everyone. We have developed our emotional vocabulary, considered the 
proportionality of our reactions against the causes, and identified many ways people can look 
after their mental health.  
 
In RE, we have begun to look in more detail at Sikhism, considering its origins and the 
commitment of those who practise. This will then be related back to their own lives, offering a 
chance for the children to reflect on their own commitment to their own goals.  
 
Tag rugby was the focus in PE this half term. Year 5 have been building knowledge of the 
game, teamwork, resilience, and working on many transferable sporting skills in the process. 
They have really enjoyed getting outside and putting all their effort into improving their abilities. 
 
Year 5 have stepped up fantastically to upper Key Stage 2, enjoying the responsibility of being 
role models for the younger year groups, being amazing buddies to the Reception children, 
having their very own lockers (to keep beautifully tidy…), and approaching the new challenges 
with motivation and a smile. They should be very proud of themselves for a great first term.  
 
Mr Johnson, Mrs Jarvis and Mrs Everest are very much looking forward to next half term. We 
wish you all a lovely week of rest.  
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Year 6 

It has been a busy and productive half term in Year 6, and time has passed so quickly! Over the 
last seven weeks, the children have settled in well into their new class and have all been very 
busy across the curriculum.   
 
In our English lessons, we have used a short film clip called ‘The Eye of the Storm’ as a basis 
for our writing. The key focus this half term has been to develop our description of character, 
setting and atmosphere within non-fiction writing. Over the unit, the children have analysed a 
variety of descriptive texts, considering the impact of chosen vocabulary and the structure of the 
writing (including how punctuation is used for effect), and taken part in drama activities. They 
have produced detailed and descriptive writing, including character and setting descriptions, a 
flashback based and a ship’s log. This week, the children planned and wrote the next part of the 
story: what happened when the pilot entered The Eye of the Storm. In Year 6, editing and 
improving our work, through careful review of language choice and precise punctuation, has 
also been a key focus.   
 
Throughout our Maths lessons this half term, we have revisited place value, addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and will move on to division after half term. In Year 6, the children 
work with numbers to 10,000,000 and so a secure knowledge of place value is vital. We have 
also encouraged the children to spend time building fluency in their times tables to 12 as this is 
another area that underpins much of the maths curriculum in Year 6. Other areas of focus 
include prime, squared and cubed numbers along with factors, multiples and more general 
arithmetic skills. Each week, the children have completed a SATs style arithmetic test and we 
have been so impressed with the progress they have made in such a short time.  
 
We have been learning all about how weather and climate impacts farming in the UK for our 
Geography this half term. The children have looked at the physical geography and climate within 
the UK to establish what food can be produced and why. They have also considered areas of 
the world with a similar climate in order to compare the main areas of food production. 
Understanding a year in the life of a British farmer, specially the needs of particular crops as 
well as what type of land is required for arable and pastoral farming, has been another area of 
focus. To consolidate their learning, the children then researched a particular area of farming 
and considered the ongoing impact of weather and climate.   
 
Our Design and Technology unit has been based on a STEM challenge set by James Dyson. 
The children were challenged to design a marble run which would take 60 seconds for a marble 
to complete the course. In small groups, they designed their marble runs and resourced the 
materials they needed to build them. This week, we spent a day building and testing our marble 
runs and although none of the groups quite mastered the 60 second challenge, some interesting 
and creative marble runs were produced.   
 
In Science this half term, we have been learning about evolution and how selective breeding 
has been used on both animals and plants to produce offspring with particular traits (e.g. 
labradoodle). We have considered inherited and environmental characteristics and how science 
has increased yield in food production through selectively breeding different plants. The children 
have debated the necessity of this by considering particular viewpoints and then trying to find 
the pros and cons for them. We will continue with this unit after half term.   
 
As well as all of the above learning, Year 6 have taken on their new responsibilities with pride. 
They have been prefecting the younger year groups, helping with assemblies and ensuring 
laptops and tablets are returned and charged. We have appointed 10 new house captains and 2 
head pupils, as well as our Reading Ambassadors – congratulations to them all! Have a lovely 
half term holiday.  
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